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UK elections: Another twist in the tale

SUMMARY
· In a surprise result, UK PM Theresa May’s Conservative Party

has fallen short of the 326 seats required for a majority,
leading to a hung Parliament.

· Risk assets unlikely to be materially impacted. While the result
should lead to higher uncertainty for UK assets, global risk assets
are unlikely to be materially impacted. GBP weakened following the
results.

· Brexit implications. The results are likely to weaken the UK’s
position in Brexit negotiations.

BACKGROUND
· On track for a hung Parliament. The UK’s ruling Conservative

party has fallen short of the 326 seats required for a majority and
their previous tally of 331 seats. The result comes as a surprise to
the market, as most pre-election polls indicated a narrow victory for
the Conservative party.

· Market reaction has been muted. GBP dropped sharply after the
release of the exit polls and has been range-bound since then.
FTSE 100 futures are down 0.2%. However, global assets
remained largely unchanged. Asian equity markets are trading
marginally up.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR INVESTORS?
· Political uncertainty to remain elevated. UK PM May had called

for the snap elections with the intention to win a greater majority
and strengthen the UK’s position in Brexit negotiations. The result
marks a significant setback for the Conservative party and is likely
to lead to a coalition government or even another election.

· Negative for GBP near term. Out of all the possible scenarios, a
hung Parliament is probably the worst result for the GBP as it leads
to higher short term uncertainty. At present, we believe the risks for
GBP are skewed to the downside; technically the break below
1.280 confirms this bearish bias, suggesting further downside is in
the offing. 1.258 and 1.240 are the next support levels.

· FTSE 100 likely to outperform domestic equities. A lower GBP
is supportive for the FTSE 100 listed stocks, which include large
international companies. The result is negative for domestically
focused companies as the greater uncertainty is likely to hurt
economic sentiment and impact earnings.

WHAT TO WATCH OUT FOR
· Another election or coalition? Over the next few days, market

participants will closely follow whether the Conservative Party
chooses to form a coalition government or call for a re-election.
There is also a possibility that UK PM May resigns following the
poor election results.

· Implications for Brexit talks. A weaker than expected mandate
for the conservatives has weakened the negotiating position for the
UK and, at the margin, reduces the risk of a Hard-Brexit.
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UK election results point towards a hung parliament
UK election results

Conservative
306

Labour
258

SNP
34

Others
34

Not declared
18

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered
*As of 1:00pm Friday, 9 June
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